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Current retention trends for 1st & 2nd
year students in private BA/BS
programs is 67.3% (ACT, 2013)

Student Persistence & the Institution
A burgeoning amount of research shows
that institutional practices and culture
greatly impact student persistence
(Demaris & Kritsonis, 2008).
ACT (2010) conducted a survey titled
“What Works in Student Retention” for
private universities. The results are mixed
between institutional practices and
individual faculty practices.

Although some of the best practices are
institutional, many practices are based on
individual faculty member behaviors.
(ACT, 2010)
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As part of the survey, respondents were
asked to choose the top three practices
contributing to their retention.

Early Warning
System
21%
(ACT, 2010)

Have you used the Early Warning System in
DSAMS?

Faculty can support institutional
policies and initiatives

• Become knowledgeable about DeVry’s
career services
• Promote tutoring services
• Engage in and promote university events
• Become familiar with the student portal to
direct students
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Students often come to class having “read”
the required pieces but not having read
critically. While we can provide hand-outs and
lectures on critical reading techniques,
providing successful experiences is a much
more effective method.
• GoAnimate for understanding difficult
texts or concepts:
• Sample 1
• Sample 2

Writing for a variety of purposes & contexts
is another important component of the 21st
century classroom. Provide assignments that
include traditional and 21st century writing
contexts, which can scaffold deeper learning
while engaging the students.
• Pixton for visual composition and distilling
clarity:
•
•
•
•

Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
Sample 4

Another technique to help students organize
and distill their thoughts is having them
create a visual poster of their essay. This
activity can be completed online with a tool
like Glogster
• Glogster for poster presentations:
• Sample 1
• Sample 2
• Sample 3

Meaningful reflection encourages students to consider
how they have grown as writers, readers, and thinkers;
it challenges them to examine strengths and
weaknesses; and it enables them to use metacognition
concerning their own learning.
Portfolios also help students see the value of their
work. Their works are saved permanently rather than
thrown away at the end of the term.

• Weebly for online portfolios:
• Sample 1
• Sample 2

Similar to GoAnimate, talking avatars are a
great way to have students introduce
themselves to the class or practice thinking
from different perspectives.
• Voki for talking avatars:
• Sample 1
• Sample 2

Brainstorming tools…
• Popplet: Popplets in education
• Coggle
Be familiar with MS Office; stay up-to-date
Use tools available through DeVry…
• Turnitin
• Noodlebib

Communicating with Technology

•
•
•
•

Use Facebook
Use Skype
Use a Google Voice number
Give clear guidelines for texting

Digital-game based learning principles…
The advocates of DGBL contend that its
greatest strength relates to how people learn
in the “meaningful and relevant contexts”
provided by games and appealing to the idea of
“play” for engagement (Van Eck, 2006, p. 17).
These principles can be applied to learning in
the classroom.

Digital game-based learning – a few principles
Adapted from Gee (2007a)

Empowered Learners
Co-Design

“Good learning requires that learners feel like active agents
(producers) not just passive recipients (consumers) (p. 30)

“Different styles of learning work better for different
people” (p. 31)
Customize
*People need to make decisions about how they learn.
*People need to be able to try new styles without fear.
Deep learning requires an extended commitment and such
a commitment is powerfully recruited when people take on
Identity
a new identity they value and in which they become
heavily invested…” (p. 32)
Manipulation “…cognitive research suggests that for humans perception
and action are deeply inter-connected” (p. 33)
and
Distributed
Knowledge

• Enjoy your students!
• Be clear about expectations
• Send out a weekly overview and weekly
wrap-up
• Send out reminders about major
assignments
• Send out tips on assignments
• Keep the communication going!
• Build on existing student knowledge
• Allow students to “practice” before
completing the assignment
• Provide authentic and useful feedback
• Make group work have meaning
• Break up large projects into low-stakes
steps

Threaded Discussions…
Use the ABC facilitation method:

A = Acknowledge what the student said
B = Build by adding personal experience or
relevant content
C = Continue the discussion by asking a
probing or Socratic question

Student Post: “I'm familiar with persuasive essays, I can
remember back to my high school years, when we would have
our class debates. Convincing others to believe in your thoughts ,
ideas, and prove your point. The process of causing someone to
change their mind can be difficult. You have to think clearly about
how you stand on the topic, plan you approach, use strong
evidence, and understand the topic. “
Faculty Response:

“Hi Class, Jane has brought up an excellent example of an essay
type: persuasive. Most students have written this type of essay
or engaged in a speech/debate using the format. For example, a
paper supporting gun control would be considered persuasive.
Class, Kelly mentioned using "strong evidence," which is very
important. What is strong evidence? When you are trying to
convince someone to your viewpoint, what types of evidence
work? What types of evidence are not convincing?”
A = Acknowledge
B = Build
C = Continue
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